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Unlike US, there are not many apt material available in Indian Stock Market toward profitable trading strategies in a detailed manner. We
often complicate learning tons of strategies and being jack of all trades making all loss trades. The aim of this booklet is to discuss a simple
method of swing trading which is a profitable strategy, easy to learn, easy to implement and has a sound risk management!
All You’ll Ever Need to Trade from Home When most people hear the term “day trader,” they imagine the stock market floor packed with
people yelling ‘Buy’ and ‘Sell’ - or someone who went for broke and ended up just that. These days, investing isn’t just for the brilliant or
the desperate—it’s a smart and necessary move to ensure financial wellbeing. To the newcomer, day trading can be a confusing process:
where do you begin, and how can you approach trading in a careful yet effective way? With Day Trading you’ll get the basics, then: • Learn
the Truth About Trading • Understand The Psychology of Trading • Master Charting and Pattern-recognition • Study Trading Options •
Establish Trading Strategies & Money Management Day Trading will let you make the most out of the free market from the comfort of your
own computer.
If you want to learn the secrets of Forex market and start to build confidence with the strategies to make money online, then keep reading…..
The topics covered will help you understand how the market works, even if you have basic knowledge or no knowledge in this area. Even if
you have never tried to invest with trading and if you are not familiar with charts, tables, and financial instruments, don't be afraid! Take this
course and you can start trading successfully right away. And even if you're a beginner, you'll find sections dedicated to money management.
If you want to learn more about the Forex market, this is the course for you. The package consists of 3 books: Forex Trading, where you will
find: -An overview of how the Forex market works and deepens the various aspects of it. -The best Forex trading strategies -How to choose
the right broker -How to have an appropriate risk management Swing Trading Strategies, where you learn: -what is swing trading and its
characteristics -The best strategies and techniques - The use of technical analysis in the decision making process -How to identify various
charts, trends, and benchmarks to help you enter and exit the market. -How to manage your money in the marketplace Swing Trading
options, where you learn: -How the market works and what are the objectives of Swing Trading -The best strategies and how to put them into
practice with call and put - What factors affect option prices and how to negotiate options -What is Risk Management and how to overcome it
to minimize losses and maximize profits. This guide is suitable for both beginners and those who already have some experience in the
financial markets and even if you have never seen a chart in your life, you can quickly learn how to trade in forex. Scroll to the top of the page
and click the buy now button. Do you want to learn the secrets of Forex market and start to build confidence with the strategies to make
money online? Then this book is for you. Grab your copy now!
Want to learn the basics of trading? Have you been losing and would love to get some simple tips and tricks that will steer you to the winning
side? If you are like most of us and desire financial freedom as well as an extra income, then you need to know about trading. The bundle
"Trading" is a simple yet sure way of growing your wealth and getting you on the path to financial freedom. Having a job is great but an extra
income could make a huge difference in your life. This bundle opens your eyes to the world of trading. You will love the bundle "Trading"
which is a simple strategy that allows you to trade the markets without taking up all your time. You can still continue doing all the other things
that you love such as spending time with friends and family. You can also attend to your daily commitments such as work, business, or
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college and still find time to trade. In the swing trading book, you will learn: the basics of swing and forex trading the 12 main skills of a swing
trader the 3 steps you need to know to start the business the main platforms and tools for trading In the Forex trading book, you will learn:
What is Forex? How to start trading Platforms and tools for Forex trading the right mindset in Forex Trading technical and fundamental
analysis Secrets to be profitable in the long run In the options trading for beginners book, you will learn: What options trading is and the
basics of the trade. How to engage in options trading. Here, we look at what you need to get started in options trading. We also outline some
of the latest platforms and tools that you can use for trading. We give you a quick look through the strategies used by most beginners to grow
in the trade and also highlight some tips for success. After understanding the trading strategies, we make you understand more about
financial leverage as one of the many benefits of trading in options. Finally, we look at the basics of technical analysis, as well as teach you
how to control your emotions as a trader. In the Options trading advanced book, you will learn: the best platforms and tools the main rules for
using leverage as an expert you will learn the advanced rules to make the best use of technical analysis the 13 mindset rules used by
professional traders the 3 Options trading strategies for experts the 3 tips used by professional traders to achieve success This bundle is
perfect for those who have little time, little experience in this business, explains swing and forex trading in simple and understandable words
for beginners.
?Discover The Complete Trading Course: 3 Books In 1 Mega-Value Options Trading For Beginners Bundle: ?Options Trading for beginners;
?Options Trading Crash Course; ?Swing trading. Have you been looking to start options or swing trading to generate quick and secure profits
in the stock market? Do you want to learn how to make almost risk-free, successful trades and create a long-term investment portfolio out of
these tried and tested trading methods? If so, you came to the right place. You Are About To Learn The Ins And Outs Of Swing Trading And
Day Trading Options Profitably, Just Like The Pros! Swing trading and options trading are popular for many things, but the most attractive of
them all is their limited risk potential and high-risk control. With options trading, you can control large amounts of stock with little investment
and high leverage and with swing trading, you also get to place larger sized positions as opposed to very low leveraged ones through the
longer-term trends, thus minimizing risk tremendously. Their profitability and sustainability as long term sources of income go unquestioned,
and the only issue is often understanding them and getting started. This probably explains why you are here; you've heard lots of great
stories about options trading and are wondering... What exactly does options trading entail? How do you go about it? What are the best
strategies you can use to make profits? How do you analyze the markets like a pro? If you have these and other related questions, this 3 in 1
book is for you, so keep reading, as it covers the ins and outs of options trading, swing trading and day trading, so you are confident every
step of the way. With it, you'll discover: What options trading refers to and how options work The different options trading strategies How
options prices are determined How to manage risk as an options trader How to trade options intelligently How to manage options in simple
steps How to get started with, and take advantage of the covered call strategy How to establish the right trading mentality What you need to
do to maintain long-term profitability How to avoid common mistakes What swing trading refers to, and how it works How to get started with
swing trading in simple steps The tools and techniques you require to succeed How to manage your money to grow and sustain wealth The
best swing trading strategies and rules you need to learn before getting started ...And so much more! Like most beginners, you may find all
these topics overwhelming and wonder if you'll ever complete reading them on time. But I am here to assure you that this book is different. It
may seem pretty loaded, but it's simple, straightforward, and practical enough to get you making important steps after perusing a couple of
pages. So even if you are a complete beginner, this book will prove extremely helpful in turning you into a successful trader. ?Click "Buy Now"
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& Get One Step Closer To Financial Freedom Today!
Increase profit and limit risk with swing trading basics Swing trading is all about riding the momentum of brief price changes in trending
stocks. Although it can be risky, swing trading is popular for a reason, and Swing Trading For Dummies, 2nd Edition, will show you how to
manage the risk and navigate the latest markets to succeed at this lucrative trading strategy. In this updated edition, you’ll find expert
guidance on new accounting rules, the 2018 tax law, trading in international markets, algorithmic trading, and more. Plus, learn about the role
social media now plays in moving asset prices, and how you can tap into online trends to ride price swings. Understand money management,
journal keeping, and strategy planning Focus on fundamental analysis to increase your chance of success Evaluate companies to screen for
under- or overvalued stocks Develop and implement your trading plan and calculate performance Starting from the basic differences between
swing trading and other trading styles and progressing through plain-English explanations of more advanced topics like charts and reporting
standards, Swing Trading For Dummies will help you maintain and grow your assets with swing trading in any market!
?55% discount for bookstores! $39,95 instead of $50,95!? Exploit the potential of the market to generate an extra income and even a passive
income!
#1 Book on Investing for Beginners ? 4 BOOKS in 1 ? I cover everything in this book to help you learn Stock trading techniques and what to
invest into - Stock Trading? Options Trading? Swing Trading? Yes you'll find all this in 1 book! Here is what books you'll find inside this book:
1. Swing Trading Strategies: Learn How to Profit Fast With These 4 Simple Strategies How to develop the right mindset of a trader What
sector rotation is and how to use it How to read and make the best of the 4-hour chart What to do when you find yourself in a fakeout Simple
steps to momentum trading 2. Swing Trading Strategies: Learn How to Profit Fast --Volume 2 Chapter 1: Basic Swing Trading Strategies
Chapter 2: Swing Trading Tools and Resources Chapter 3: Fundamental Analysis of Company Stock Chapter 4: Basics of Financial
Statement Chapter 5: Screening for Undervalued Stocks Chapter 6: Technical Analysis to Determine Entry Points Chapter 7: Read Charts,
Use Indicators & Watch Markets 3. Options Trading: How to Make Money in Less Than 7 Days What's in the book? Chapter 1: Talks about
the basics so that you will have a good foundation and understanding of what options trading is really all about. Chapter 2: Discusses the
risks and benefits of options trading. Chapter 3: Teaches powerful and effective strategies that you can use to increase your chances of
making the right trading decisions. Chapter 4: Reveals the important keys to success to help make you a better options trader. Chapter 5:
Lays down the common mistakes that you should avoid. Chapter 6: Discusses the successful trader's mindset. It is the right mindset if you
want to make continuous profits with options trading. 4. Stock Market Investing for Beginners: The Best Book on Stock Investments To Help
You Make Money In Less Than 1 Hour a Day You will learn all the basics of the stock market investment and how to optimize your
investments and realize the largest possible profits. An investor should not turn himself into a speculator, for a speculator acts on his instincts
rather than his intellect when executing trades. The stock market is neither a mythical place beyond human understanding nor a place
reserved for people with special genetics. The investors who have made a fortune out of stock market are average people like everyone else
except they took their time to understand everything before trying to get in the game. There are many investments in the securities markets
beyond stocks. You could invest in bonds and funds like mutual funds and index funds. Investing in IPOs gives you a chance to own a slice of
a company and in return, you play your part in providing the company with much-needed resources. The best single thing an investor can do
before taking up an investment deal is to conduct a fundamental analysis
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 20.68 instead of $ 45.97! LAST DAYS! ? Want to learn the basics of swing and forex trading? Have
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you been losing and would love to get some simple tips and tricks that will steer you to the winning side? If you are like most of us and desire
financial freedom as well as an extra income, then you need to know about swing and forex trading. Swing and forex trading are a simple yet
sure way of growing your wealth and getting you on the path to financial freedom. Having a job is great but an extra income could make a
huge difference in your life. This book opens your eyes to the world of trading. You will love swing and forex trading which is a simple strategy
that allows you to trade the markets without taking up all your time. You can still continue doing all the other things that you love such as
spending time with friends and family. You can also attend to your daily commitments such as work, business, or college and still find time to
trade. The principle behind swing and forex trading is fairly simple. You identify a suitable stock market asset, identify the best time to buy
through analysis, then sell it once the price goes up and make a profit. If you repeat this over and over each day, the amounts will add up to a
significant amount. This bundle provides you with all the information that you need in order to get started. It introduces you to swing and forex
trading from the most basic point of view. You will learn and understand all the basic terms such as stocks, bonds, entry point, charts,
analysis, and so on. You will also learn how the stock market works and how to enter and exit trades and how to maximize profitability. In the
swing trading book, you will learn: the basics of swing and forex trading the 12 main skills of a swing trader the 3 steps you need to know to
start the business the main platforms and tools for trading the basics of technical and fundamental analysis 10 practical tips on time
management and money management 3 practical examples of trades executed by professional traders In the Forex trading book, you will
learn: What is Forex? How to start trading Platforms and tools for Forex trading The right mindset in Forex Trading technical and fundamental
analysis Secrets to be profitable in the long run Trading strategies Risk management and self - discipline An example of a real trade This
bundle is perfect for those who have little time, little experience in this business, explains swing and forex trading in simple and
understandable words for beginners.
This volume contains 4 books. It gives a complete insight into the Heikin Ashi trading method for swing trading. More than 30,000 copies of
these four books have been sold worldwide since 2015. Translations exist in German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch. With
this volume you will receive the complete four Swing Trading books, which cost $ 9.99 each. Table of contents: Book 1: How to start a
Trading Business with $500 1. How to Become a Trader with only $500 at Your Stake? 2. How to Acquire Good Trading Habits? 3. How to
Become a Disciplined Trader 4. The Fairy Tale of Compound Interest 5. How to Trade a $500 Account? 6. Social Trading 7. Talk to Your
Broker 8. How to Become a Professional Trader? 9. Trading for a Hedge Fund 10. Learn to Network 11. Become a Professional Trader in 7
Steps 12. $500 is a Lot of Money Glossary Book 2: Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart 1-3: 3 Manuscripts Part 1: Introduction to Swing
Trading 1. Why Swing Trading? 2. Why should you trade using the 4-hour chart? 3. Which markets are suitable for swing trading? 4. What
instruments you can swing trade? 5. Swing Trading Setups A. Support and Resistance B. double top and double bottom C. breakouts D. flags
and pennants 6. Money Management 7. Why you need a Trading Diary 8. What is it all about? Part 2: Trade the Fake! 1. A feint at its finest!
2. How to identify fakes? 3. How do I trade Fakes? 4. Fakes at technical chart patterns A. flags B. triangles C. Trend Channels 5. Trading
cross rates 6. More complex patterns Glossary Part 3: Where Do I Put My Stop? 1. Are Stops Necessary? 2. What Is a Stop Loss Order? 3.
Stop Management 4. Play Your Own Game 5. Cut Your Losses 6. And Let your Profits Run 7. Stop Management in Trending Markets 8. Stop
Management with Price Targets 9. The Swiss Franc Tsunami, a Healing Moment of the Trader Community 10. How Many Positions Can I
Keep at the Same Time? Book 3: How to Trade a Range 1. Introduction to Range Trading 2. What Is a Range Market? 3. Look to the Left! 4.
How Do I Draw Proper Support and Resistance Lines? 5. In Which Markets Can You Operate Range Trading? 6. How to Trade a Range in
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Practice? 7. Where Should I Place the Stop? 8. Questions of Trade Management 9. Examples of Range Markets 10. Advanced Strategies 11.
Trend Channels (Channel Trading) 12. What Is Really Important 13. Range Trading for Day Traders and Scalpers Book 4: How to Turn $
5,000 into a Million Chapter 1: Can You Become A Millionaire On The Stock Market? Chapter 2: Trade with the market's money, not with your
own! Chapter 3: Learning from the Grand Master of Speculators Chapter 4: Scaling in – Scaling out Chapter 5: Should You Use Stops?
Chapter 6: What do you do if the market is going in the wrong direction? Chapter 7: Go Global Macro Chapter 8: Look at the "Big Picture"
Chapter 9: Look for a catalyst Chapter 10: Mistakes to Learn From Chapter 11: Success with cotton Chapter 12: My ruble trade Chapter 13:
Thanks to Presidents Erdogan and Trump! Chapter 14: Speculating with stocks Chapter 15: Trade what you see Chapter 16: How and When
Should You Buy? Chapter 17: Speculation is easier than day trading Chapter 18: A separate account for each speculation Chapter 19: with
which financial instruments should I trade? Chapter 20: Maximum risk and Margin Call Chapter 21: Keep your trades to yourself Chapter 22:
On the way to the first million Chapter 23: The Final Goal: Financial Freedom Addendum 1: Past financial crises Addendum 2: useful
websites Glossary
STUDY GUIDE FOR Come Into My Trading Room A Complete Guide to Trading You can read Come Into My Trading Room: A Complete
Guide toTrading in a few days, but you cannot expect to master everyaspect of that invaluable book until you work through it. StudyGuide for
Come Into My Trading Room: A Complete Guide to Tradingwill help you learn the profitable methods and techniques of ComeInto My Trading
Room before risking a dollar in the markets. Study Guide for Come Into My Trading Room: A Complete Guideto Trading parallels the actual
book, challenging you at everystep with questions that make you focus on all the important areasof trading. Some tests are pencil-and-paper,
others have you workwith charts, but all prepare you to make crucial decisions. This Study Guide will: Quiz you on the essentials of
trading–choosing themarkets to trade, finding holes in the Efficient Market Theory, andovercoming common obstacles to success Make you
aware of psychological blind spots that lead tolosing Test your knowledge of charting and computerizedindicators Explore trading systems,
day-trading, and advanced concepts,such as Impulse trading and SafeZone stops Ask questions about money management, record-keeping,
andmanaging time Challenge you with eight case studies where you choose entryand exit points and get graded for your performance The
best trading strategies, techniques, and tools are only asgood as your understanding of them. Pick up this Study Guide forCome Into My
Trading Room: A Complete Guide to Trading andconvert Dr. Elder's methods into your own powerful and profitabletools.
The essential guide to launching a successful career in trading—updated for today’s turbulent markets “Mastering the Trade is an excellent
source for a basic understanding of market action, be it day and/or longer-term trend trading. A programmer will have a field day with the
many ideas that are in this book. It is highly recommended.” —John Hill, president of Futures Truth magazine “John Carter’s new book
focuses quickly on the critical area of trader psychology, a realm that will often separate the trader from his wallet if it is not mastered first.
The in-depth trading strategies clearly show how to respond to market moves based on real-world examples.” —Price Headley, founder of
BigTrends.com and author of Big Trends in Trading “Well written and packed with the kind of insight about the nature of trading and the
markets that can surely benefit every level of trader.” —Mark Douglas, author of Trading in the Zone and The Disciplined Trader “This is a
must read for all new traders, specifically for the psychological aspect of trading. I am recommending it to all of my clients.” —Carolyn
Boroden, FibonacciQueen.com About the Book: When it was first published in 2005, Mastering the Trade became an instant classic in the
world of day trading. Now, veteran day trader and educator John F. Carter has updated his time-proven swing trading technique to help you
succeed in an environment vastly transformed by volatility and technology. Universally acclaimed for its sophisticated yet easy-to-execute
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methods, this practical, results-driven guide provides everything you need to make a lucrative career as a day trader—from preparing yourself
psychologically for the unique demands of day trading to timing the market, managing risk, and planning future trades. Mastering the Trade
sets aside timeworn basics and rehashed ideas to examine in detail the underlying factors that cause prices to move. Providing the tools you
need to make the right decisions at the right times, it helps you enter market shifts early and either pull out before losses accrue or hang on
for a long and refreshingly predictable ride. Mastering the Trade covers: The five psychological truths that will transform you from a mistakeprone novice into a savvy trading professional Exact entry, exit, and stop-loss levels for the intraday trading of stocks, options, ETFs, e-mini
futures, 30-year bonds, currencies, and more Seven key internals, from $TICKS to five-minute volume—critical for gauging pending market
direction from the opening bell Premarket checklists for analyzing recent market behavior and calculating on each trading day what you plan
to do, how you plan to do it, and why Airtight risk control techniques for protecting trading capital—the most important component of a
professional trading career After spending many years on various trading desks, Carter has developed an intuitive understanding of how the
markets work. In Mastering the Trade, he gives you unlimited access to everything the markets have taught him—so you can make an
exceptional living on the frontlines of professional trading.
Quickstart guide to Swing TradingSwing trading can be an incredibly powerful method for investing and building wealth, but only if you know
how to do it right! Need to learn how to swing trade fast?Whether it is stocks, cryptocurrency, or just about any other asset, with this guide
you will be armed with the fundamental knowledge you need to succeed in the exciting world of swing trading. You'll also learn how to avoid
making mistakes that could cost you a lot of money!Here is a preview of what you will learn in this guide: How Does Swing Trading Work?
Compelling Reasons to Swing Trade Swing Trading Risk Management Gap Risk Management Top Swing Trading Platforms and Tools
Currency Swing Trading ETF Swing Trading Options Swing Trading Options Swing Trading Strategy Cryptocurrency Swing Trading Swing
Trading Technical Analysis The Reason Technical Analysis Works Setting Up Profitable Charts Chart Patterns Swing Trading Strategies A
Swing Trader's Daily Routine Critical Swing Trading Rules 3 Basic Yet Effective Swing Trading Strategies Additional Swing Trading Advice
And Much More! Even if you have no background in finance or stock trading, have no fear! With this guide in your hands that will not be a
barrier for you any longer. Learn how to successfully swing trade when you grab this guide now!
ARE YOU A WORKING PROFESSIONAL WHO WANTS TO KEEP THEIR DAY JOB AND DABBLE IN THE STOCK MARKET TOO? If yes,
Swing Trading is a great way to achieve that. This book, A Beginner's Guide to do Swing Trading, will teach you everything from the very
basics of technical analysis up to the level of ultimate swing trading like a BOSS. Here's what you will learn, Swing Trading Building Blocks
How to Manage Your Risk and Money? How to Use a Trailing Stop Loss to your advantage? The right way to Draw Support/Resistance and
Trend Lines 3 Most Important Technical Indicators every Beginner should know 3 Most Important Chart Patterns every Beginner should know
3 Most Important Candlestick Patterns every Beginner should know My Ultimate Swing Trading Strategy (With Backtesting Results) How to
Save on Taxes and Fees? Even if you know nothing about Swing Trading, this book will get you started with the very basics and in the end, I
will share my Ultimate Swing Trading Strategy (which I tested 100 Times). Join the thousands of Swing Traders who have profited from this
ultimate guide to Swing Trading. Are you ready to get started creating real wealth in the stock market?. Then scroll up and click BUY NOW to
get started today.
How to Get All the Benefits of Day Trading without the Downside Risk Would you jump out of an airplane without a parachute? Then why
would you start making trades online before you learned what you were doing? It’s crazy! But with deep discount brokers making it look so
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easy for individual investors, it’s no wonder consumers today are lulled into a false sense of security. “Opening an online account is the easy
part! It’s making successful trades that’s the hard part!” Don’t leave your money in the hands of crooked financial advisors and greedy fund
managers who charge high fees for low returns. With the new economy, comes new trading rules. You can’t rely on outdated textbooks and
strategies anymore. But if you adapt, you can make a considerable fortune with these new market conditions. Here’s the deal. Swing trading
requires less start-up capital than day trading. And unlike day trading, swing trading plays out over a few days or a week – which gives you
much more room for error. Making it far more beginner friendly, with an easier learning curve. It’s also ideal if you have a family, or want to
start in your spare time. Here’s just a fraction of what you’ll discover inside: The best brokerage accounts for swing traders (setting this up
right can save you $1000+ a year in commissions) How social media moves asset prices, and how to always be first to act on these (do this
and you’ll almost always ensure lower entry prices than your competition) The only 3 strategies you need for swing trading success (despite
what everyone else tells you, it’s these 3 which will bring 90% of your profits) How to always ensure the right entry position for a trade The
magic trading number: If you win this percentage of your trades, you’ll make massive profits (lower than you think) How to spot under or
overvalued stocks with 99% accuracy The secret to finding your trading edge (hint: the risk-reward ratio isn’t enough) When to invest, and
more important when NOT to invest like Warren Buffett The 10 best traders to follow on Twitter for maximum profit opportunities How to trade
like a financial institution – even if you’re just doing this in your spare time Chart patterns that provide trading opportunities How to master the
emotional side of trading A simple technique you can do in just 5 minutes a day. This is used by top hedge fund traders, and almost always
guarantees an increase in your percentage of winning trades Understanding recent tax law changes – and their impact on your business (in
plain English) How to let the market do the work for you (an effective “passive trading” strategy) …and much, much more. You may have
experienced various obnoxious and even misleading advertisements of easy, get rich trading strategies. This is not one of those. You won’t
have to spend thousands on expensive trading software or “magic bullet systems” In fact, you can get started using an online trading
account and use free websites for your information (you’ll find the best two in Chapter 7) You will build up both your skills and confidence,
with practical “how-to” approaches. All written in plain, easy to understand English. So if you want to make money in your spare time, and
have fun while doing it… scroll up and click “add to cart”
So you would like to be a swing trader and make money riding the market’s waves to an easy profit? But do you have experience in financial
trading? Do you know how to protect your investments and your funds? Do you know how to analyze the stock and the market conditions to
try and get the odds on your side? If you answer no to any of those questions then this is the book for you! In Swing Trading: A Beginner's
Guide to Highly Profitable Swing Trades - Proven Strategies, Trading Tools, Rules, and Money Management will show you how to get started
in trading with an emphasis on maximizing your profits while safely managing your funds and stock portfolio. Inside, you’ll find out how to:
Get started safely in swing trading and how to hone your skills to analyze the stock and the markets current potential for trading make sure
that you keep the market odds on your sideDetermine how much capital you will need and what tools for the job determine the best entry and
exit tactics for swing tradingDevise an effective strategy aimed at optimizing profits and minimizing lossesDevise ways to protect your capital
and trading position profits from unexpected changes in the market best use your time to organize your trading day and an awful lot more …
You may have already tried reading other books, articles, or guides and perhaps found these to be confusing but this book can help a
beginner because they are its target audience.This book provides straightforward yet profound information with clear explanations of how
techniques and methods work in swing trading - with the beginner in mind. Featuring an often overlooked general introduction to financial
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trading that introduces the reader to many of the obscure terms and methods that often confuse beginners, "Swing Trading" – “A Beginner's
Guide to Highly Profitable Swing Trades - Proven Strategies, Trading Tools, Rules, and Money Management" explains how best to go about
swing trading whether that be as a hobby or as a full-time business. So, if you’re serious about swing trading get hold of this book today, and
begin practicing using the tools and strategies to get you on the best road to successful trading with great profit!
If you are going to take charge of your own financial future then this decision alone puts you ahead of 95% of the American public. Can Swing
Trading with Options be your next step? Do you want to explore and master the intricacies of swing trading? Do you want to understand how
a successful swing trading can make the jump to day trading? This book will cover advanced swing trading techniques and strategies
including long-option approaches, long/short-call strategies, short-option strategies, how to trade synthetic options, multiple contracts, and
more. Learn the Iron Butterfly and how it leads into other expanded day trading techniques. If you want to jump deep into forex and how to
swing trade foreign currencies then focus you attention on this reading After we get you really comfortable with swing trading, we move into
the day trading basics. These basics will sound a lot like how you got started in swing trading: choosing a broker, trading platform, technical
analysis, etc. But this time, we'll be address how these choices affect your 24-hour trading cycle. There are many topics in this guide, and all
are suited to beginners and experienced Swing Traders. This book will cover: - Swing trading and advanced strategies - How turn your swing
trading into day trading through Swing trading with options - Which markets to play, what profit to expect - How to manage price in bull and
bear market - Technical analysis for swing trading - How to read and use profitable graphics You'll need to be fast, nimble, and devoid in
emotion, and we'll teach you how. If you're wondering whether it's even feasible to make day trading a full time business this book equips you
with all the tools to do so and the criteria to know whether or not you have the skills to become a successful day trader. There's nothing
stopping you but yourself. Open this book up and learn how to become financially independent from playing the stock market. Time is money!
Purchase now Swing Trading with Options: to start achieving your financial freedom.
Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book Version for FREEWant to learn the basics of swing and forex trading? Have
you been losing and would love to get some simple tips and tricks that will steer you to the winning side? If you are like most of us and desire
financial freedom as well as an extra income, then you need to know about swing and forex trading. Swing and forex trading are a simple yet
sure way of growing your wealth and getting you on the path to financial freedom. Having a job is great but an extra income could make a
huge difference in your life. This book opens your eyes to the world of trading. You will love swing and forex trading which is a simple strategy
that allows you to trade the markets without taking up all your time. You can still continue doing all the other things that you love such as
spending time with friends and family. You can also attend to your daily commitments such as work, business, or college and still find time to
trade. The principle behind swing and forex trading is fairly simple. You identify a suitable stock market asset, identify the best time to buy
through analysis, then sell it once the price goes up and make a profit. If you repeat this over and over each day, the amounts will add up to a
significant amount. This bundle provides you with all the information that you need in order to get started. It introduces you to swing and forex
trading from the most basic point of view. You will learn and understand all the basic terms such as stocks, bonds, entry point, charts,
analysis, and so on. You will also learn how the stock market works and how to enter and exit trades and how to maximize profitability. In the
swing trading book, you will learn: the basics of swing trading the 12 main skills of a swing trader the 3 steps you need to know to start the
business the main platforms and tools for trading the basics of technical and fundamental analysis 10 practical tips on time management and
money management 3 practical examples of trades executed by professional traders In the Forex trading book, you will learn: What is Forex?
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How to start trading Platforms and tools for Forex trading The right mindset in Forex Trading technical and fundamental analysis Secrets to
be profitable in the long run Trading strategies Risk management and self - discipline An example of a real trade This bundle is perfect for
those who have little time, little experience in this business, explains swing and forex trading in simple and understandable words for
beginners. Would You Like to Know More? Scroll to the top of the page and select the BUY NOW button!
Finally! A Swing Trade that Actually Works! In my new book, The 5 Minute Swing Trade, I show you a highly consistent, profitable swing trade
that anyone with just a little knowledge of the stock market can perform. This trade is perfect for those who work full time jobs, as you don't
need to be glued to your phone or computer. I take your hand and show you everything you need to do in order to successfully perform this
trade, and put more money into your stock account. Here's the concept behind the trade: Use the free website FinViz to perform research for
the trade, which takes 5 minutes to do, and usually even less time. Put in your order. Wait for your order to get filled. Once your order gets
filled, you then wait to sell with the exact exit point that I give you, which usually occurs within a few days. Expect to make 2%+ in profit on
each trade, sometimes as much as 10% or more. I've read some books where you could spend hours searching for a good setup. Who wants
to do that? This trade is limited to just a handful of stocks, which take all of 5 minutes to find on your computer. This is easily done on the free
website FinViz, which I of course show you how to do in the book. I include detailed charts and trading examples showing you exact entry
and exit points, and even where to set your stop loss. It really can't get any simpler than the strategy I show you in this book! As a FREE
bonus, only for book buyers, you'll receive my special report titled Crush the Market! This guide goes over 12 beneficial tips I have learned
throughout my trading career that will help keep your account profitable in the stock market. This report is not sold to the general public, and
only available to buyers of this book If you're sick of reading about trade ideas that don't work, save yourself from more frustration. Buy The
Magic Swing Trade and learn a swing trade strategy that actually works NOW!
Swing Trading Strategies Learn How To Profit Fast Volume 2 presents one of the best ways of generating an income and becoming wealthy.
It is a simple way of applying trading techniques and profiting greatly over time. A lot of experienced and successful traders recommend
swing trading as a reliable means of gaining incredible wealth. This Volume 2 teaches much more in depth effective strategies that have been
perfected over many decades by trading gurus. While some of the techniques are technical, they are presented in a manner that is easy to
understand.. Learn these techniques and gain your financial freedom in a matter of weeks! In this book you will learn: Chapter 1: Basic Swing
Trading Strategies Chapter 2: Swing Trading Tools and Resources Chapter 3: Fundamental Analysis of Company Stock Chapter 4: Basics of
Financial Statement Chapter 5: Screening for Undervalued Stocks Chapter 6: Technical Analysis to Determine Entry Points Chapter 7: Read
Charts, Use Indicators & Watch Markets If you haven't bought Volume 1 (Swing Trading Strategies: Learn How To Profits Fast With These 4
Simple Strategies) you need go and buy it now. It's not how much money you make, but how much money you keep. - Robert Kiyosaki The
most important investment you can make is in yourself. - Warren Buffet Invest in yourself. Your career is the engine of your wealth. - Paul
Clitheroe
Pattern Cycles are not easy or automatic; they require concentration, discipline, and skilled execution. But the payoff of these classic
strategies is virtually unlimited. This book explains how traders can use technical analysis, charting, and market sentiment to make trades
that hold through price fluctuations and noise with wider stops.
This book explains how to maximize profits in volatile and "noisy" markets using straight-forward technical analysis tools, charting, technical
indicators, and market sentiments. It's a practical guide to making profitable trades using dozens of illustrations to explain swing trading
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concepts and strategies.
Real trading strategies for making a killing in today's volatile markets Advanced Swing Trading reveals the strategies used by George Soros,
Warren Buffett and other high-profile traders to reap whirlwind profits in today's volatile markets. With the demise of day trading, traders are
searching for new methods of exploiting the unprecedented volatility of post-9/11 securities markets. The most successful of these methods
so far has been swing trading, a powerful technical approach that allows traders to profit from shorter-term price moves, ranging from several
days to a couple of months. In Advanced Swing Trading, veteran trader and leading trading coach, John Crane clearly describes his original
Action/Reaction swing trading system. With the help of numerous real-world examples, Crane clearly delineates his system and shows
readers how to use it to consistently to gain big returns in even the shakiest of markets. John Crane (Loveland, CO) is the founder of Traders
Network, a firm providing brokerage service and educational training products for smart investors. His monthly columns have appeared in
Futures Options magazine, and articles about his trading strategies have appeared in Barron's, Consensus, and The Wall Street Journal.
Play the forex markets to win with this invaluable guide to strategy and analysis Day Trading and Swing Trading the Currency Market gives
forex traders the strategies and skills they need to approach this highly competitive arena on an equal footing with major institutions. Now in
it's third edition, this invaluable guide provides the latest statistics, data, and analysis of recent events, giving you the most up-to-date picture
of the state of the fast-moving foreign exchange markets. You'll learn how the interbank currency markets work, and how to borrow strategy
from the biggest players to profit from trends. Clear and comprehensive, this book describes the technical and fundamental strategies that
allow individual traders to compete with bank traders, and gives you comprehensive explanations of strategies involving intermarket
relationships, interest rate differentials, option volatilities, news events, and more. The companion website gives you access to video
seminars on how to be a better trader, providing another leg up in this competitive market. The multi-billion-dollar foreign exchange market is
the most actively traded market in the world. With online trading platforms now offering retail traders direct access to the interbank foreign
exchange market, there's never been a better time for individuals to learn the ropes of this somewhat secretive area. This book is your
complete guide to forex trading, equipping you to play with the big guys and win—on your own terms. Understand how the foreign currency
markets work, and the forces that move them Analyze the market to profit from short-term swings using time-tested strategies Learn a variety
of technical trades for navigating overbought or oversold markets Examine the unique characteristics of various currency pairs Many of the
world's most successful traders have made the bulk of their winnings in the currency market, and now it's your turn. Day Trading and Swing
Trading the Currency Market is the must-have guide for all foreign exchange traders.
It sounds great when you think about swing stock trading, but most of the traders are unaware of the method on how to trade. In swing
trading, the trader generally indulges into purchasing the stocks in the direction where the trend is strong. In simple words, the swing trader
will never trade in the direction which is not in the flow and not matching up the pattern. These trades are held on for few days, and usually,
they keep track of the higher time frame charts, which is about 1 hour and more than that while you are monitoring and placing your trades.
There are several distinct ways in which a swing trader can easily place his/her trades and that also in the direction of the popular trend. The
standard and useful practice are to wait for the price level to reconstruct before, and you need to enter your trade before it extends towards
on flow. The entry is done generally based on price reverberating off of support or resistance levels, trend lines, or in many situations; it may
need indicator verification. In swing stock trading, the swing investors or traders can easily have the odds piled in their privilege by observing
the more significant and more prominent time frame charts and by entering the trades only in the way of significant trends in the stock market.
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This way, it will make your business a mind-blowing style of trading irrespective of the stock market. What you will learn in this book: What Is
Swing Trade and How It Generates a Huge Income How You Can Get Rich Swing Trading Swing Trading Techniques With Swing Trading
Strategies Swing Trading Strategies 3 Tips For Swing Trading Success Money Trading Basics Swing Trading Technique Swing trading with
options can be a worthwhile and profitable venture when you take all of the above issues into the mind and choose your choices wisely.
Want to know the strategies of successful swing trading? this guide covers how to calculate investment returns and, most important, how to
manage your portfolio's risk. Open the book and find: Breakout Setups: Profit from Range Expansion Pullback Setups: How to Enter an
Established Trend with Low Risk and High Reward IPO Setups: How to Find Stocks That Can go Up 50% in One Month Momentum Setups:
Benefit from Most Powerful Market Forces Industry Earnings Gap Setups: How to Profit from Post-Earnings-Announcement Drift Short
Squeeze Setups: How High Short Interest Might Lead to Explosive Short-Term Moves Huge Volume Setups: How to Quickly Grow a Small
Account and more...
#1 Book on Investing for Beginners 4 BOOKS in 1 BUY PAPERBACK VERSION AND GET KINDLE VERSION FOR FREE! I cover
everything in this book to help you learn Stock trading techniques and what to invest into - Stock Trading? Options Trading? Swing Trading?
Yes you'll find all this in 1 book! Here is what books you'll find inside this book: 1. Swing Trading Strategies: Learn How to Profit Fast With
These 4 Simple Strategies How to develop the right mindset of a trader What sector rotation is and how to use it How to read and make the
best of the 4-hour chart What to do when you find yourself in a fakeout Simple steps to momentum trading 2. Swing Trading Strategies: Learn
How to Profit Fast -Volume 2 Chapter 1: Basic Swing Trading Strategies Chapter 2: Swing Trading Tools and Resources Chapter 3:
Fundamental Analysis of Company Stock Chapter 4: Basics of Financial Statement Chapter 5: Screening for Undervalued Stocks Chapter 6:
Technical Analysis to Determine Entry Points Chapter 7: Read Charts, Use Indicators & Watch Markets 3. Options Trading: How to Make
Money in Less Than 7 Days What's in the book? Chapter 1: Talks about the basics so that you will have a good foundation and
understanding of what options trading is really all about. Chapter 2: Discusses the risks and benefits of options trading. Chapter 3: Teaches
powerful and effective strategies that you can use to increase your chances of making the right trading decisions. Chapter 4: Reveals the
important keys to success to help make you a better options trader. Chapter 5: Lays down the common mistakes that you should avoid.
Chapter 6: Discusses the successful trader's mindset. It is the right mindset if you want to make continuous profits with options trading. 4.
Stock Market Investing for Beginners: The Best Book on Stock Investments To Help You Make Money In Less Than 1 Hour a Day You will
learn all the basics of the stock market investment and how to optimize your investments and realize the largest possible profits. An investor
should not turn himself into a speculator, for a speculator acts on his instincts rather than his intellect when executing trades. The stock
market is neither a mythical place beyond human understanding nor a place reserved for people with special genetics. The investors who
have made a fortune out of stock market are average people like everyone else except they took their time to understand everything before
trying to get in the game. There are many investments in the securities markets beyond stocks. You could invest in bonds and funds like
mutual funds and index funds. Investing in IPOs gives you a chance to own a slice of a company and in return, you play your part in providing
the company with much-needed resources. The best single thing an investor can do before taking up an investment deal is to conduct a
fundamental analysis. Fundamental analysis is the evaluation of a company's financial health with the intention of either solidifying your
interest in the venture or finding out any red flag. The strategies for succeeding as an investor are timeless. They worked a lifetime ago in the
days of Ben Graham (the father of value investing) and they still work today.
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SWING TRADING It sounds great when you think about swing trading, but most of the traders are unaware of the method on how to trade. In
swing trading, the trader generally indulges into purchasing the stocks in the direction where the trend is strong. In simple words, the swing
trader will never trade in the direction which is not in the flow and not matching up the pattern. There are several distinct ways in which a
swing trader can easily place his/her trades and that also in the direction of the popular trend. In swing trading, the swing investors or traders
can easily have the odds piled in their privilege by observing the more significant and more prominent time frame charts and by entering the
trades only in the way of significant trends in the stock market. This way, it will make your business a mind-blowing style of trading
irrespective of the stock market. What you will learn in this book: What Is Swing Trade and How It Generates a Huge Income What is Swing
Trading? How You Can Get Rich Swing Trading Swing Trading Techniques With Swing Trading Strategies Swing Trading Strategies 3 Tips
For Swing Trading Success Money Trading Basics - Swing Trading Technique Swing trading with options can be a worthwhile and profitable
venture when you take all of the above issues into the mind and choose your choices wisely. Are you interested in stock market trading but
want to reduce the risk? Are you looking for something that offers the potential for higher percentage returns? Have you consider Options
Trading as the way forward? Trading in anything that involves fluctuating stocks can be a hazardous business. The chances of losing money
are high when investors don't know what they are doing with their money, but the rewards can be great when you get it right. For some,
Options Trading may seem like the best way to make a profit from your investment with less risk, but if this is something you want to try then
being prepared is essential. Inside this book, Options Trading Crash Course, there is plenty of advice that will help you to make the right
decisions when it comes to this kind of trading, with chapters that focus on: - The terminology used in Options Trading - How to pick the right
Options for you in 6 easy steps - Variables that determine price - 10 strategies that work - How to continuously improve as an Options trader The benefits of binary trading And more... Options Trading Crash Course will ensure that you are as well prepared as possible and reduce
that risk to a minimum.
Choosing the right investment option for yourself is never an easy task. There are so many options that you can choose from and everyone
wants to be able to reduce their risks as much as possible. When it comes to increasing your profits and decreasing your risks over just a few
weeks, swing trading is the right option for you. This guidebook is going to provide you with all the information you need to get started with
swing trading. Whether you have been investing for a long time or you are just getting started, you are sure to find the answers you need.
Some of the topics that we will explore about swing trading in this guidebook include: What is swing trading? The benefits of swing trading
How to get started with swing trading Breakouts and breakdowns The option strategy Candlestick charts Making money in just a few weeks is
possible as long as you know what you are doing. Check out this guidebook and learn just how swing trading can work for you!
Swing trading is a type of trading in which you hold positions in stocks or other investments over a period of time that can range from one day
to a few weeks or more. If you are a beginner trader, this book will equip you with an understanding of where to start, how to start, what to
expect from swing trading, and how you can develop your own strategy based on your personal goals. If you are a trader with some existing
experience, this book will give you some insights on the author's approach to swing trading, rules that I follow and some strategies that I have
used over the years to make profitable trades. In this book you will learn....?What is swing trading and how does it differs from other trading
strategies?Why swing trading might be a better trading approach for you?What tools you will need to swing trade as well as choosing a
broker?How to manage your money and the risks of trading?How to perform some basic fundamental analysis on companies?Charting basics
followed by a presentation on some of the more popular technical analysis tools used to identify and make profitable trades?Chart patterns
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that provide trading opportunities?A number of swing trading strategies that can be used by both novices to more experienced
traders?Getting good entries and exits on trades to maximize gains?How to run your trading activities like a business including some rules
and routines to follow as a successful traderI sincerely hope that you find value in the contents of this book and that it helps you toward
achieving your goals and objectives in the trading world.
"Harry Boxer's proven techniques for short-term traders...explains the trading tactics that draw on price, volume, and pattern
recognition...offers the information needed to recognize chart patterns, identify trades, and execute entries and exits that will maximize profits
and limit losses...reveals his concept of price-volume surges as the key to identifying the most lucrative trades...describes his routine for
preparing for each trading day...his strategies can be applied for both day trading and swing trading"-????????????? Stop Listening to Authors Who Won't Show You Proof! ????????????? Condensed stats can be found at linkpony.com/97stats - with a link to full statistics included in Chapter 6 In this book, best-selling, no-BS, finance author Tim Morris goes over
a swing trading strategy which he has coined The 97% Swing Trade. By proving the results with over 10 years of data, which include multiple
corrections and the crash of 2020, Tim lays out a swing trading strategy that has a 17.50% annual return, an average trade duration of just 10
days, and a 97.71% win rate (with all statistics shown in Chapter 6). There are no special programs, confusing algorithms, or costly
subscriptions required. Everything needed to use this strategy is free on FinViz! Here's the concept behind the trade: ? Use the free website
FinViz to find the stocks which are eligible to trade (which takes less than 5 minutes). ? Put in your order and wait for it to get executed. ?
Once executed, sell at the exact exit point Tim provides. You may have read some books where you could spend hours searching for a good
setup. Who wants to do that? This trade is limited to just a handful of stocks, which take all of 5 minutes to find on your computer. This is
easily done on the website FinViz, which Tim of course shows you how to do in the book. Tim includes detailed charts, trading examples, and
statistics to help you understand the concepts behind the strategy. He also gives you the exact entry and exit points, and even where to set
your stop loss. Meaning you know exactly where to get in and get out. No guess work! It really can't get any simpler than the strategy Tim
shows you in this book! ??????????????????????? As a complimentary bonus, only for book buyers, you'll receive Tim's special report titled
Crush the Market. This special report is packed with 14 incredibly beneficial tips to help you make money in the stock market! This report is
not available to the general public, or anywhere else. It exists solely as a "thank you" to buyers of this book. ??????????????????????? Sick
of reading about trade ideas that don't work? Click the "Buy Now" button at the top of this page and pick up your copy of The 97% Swing
Trade NOW!

? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 16.18 instead of $ 35.97! LAST DAYS! ? Want to learn the basics of swing and
forex trading? Have you been losing and would love to get some simple tips and tricks that will steer you to the winning
side? If you are like most of us and desire financial freedom as well as an extra income, then you need to know about
swing and forex trading. Swing and forex trading are a simple yet sure way of growing your wealth and getting you on the
path to financial freedom. Having a job is great but an extra income could make a huge difference in your life. This book
opens your eyes to the world of trading. You will love swing and forex trading which is a simple strategy that allows you to
trade the markets without taking up all your time. You can still continue doing all the other things that you love such as
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spending time with friends and family. You can also attend to your daily commitments such as work, business, or college
and still find time to trade. The principle behind swing and forex trading is fairly simple. You identify a suitable stock
market asset, identify the best time to buy through analysis, then sell it once the price goes up and make a profit. If you
repeat this over and over each day, the amounts will add up to a significant amount. This bundle provides you with all the
information that you need in order to get started. It introduces you to swing and forex trading from the most basic point of
view. You will learn and understand all the basic terms such as stocks, bonds, entry point, charts, analysis, and so on.
You will also learn how the stock market works and how to enter and exit trades and how to maximize profitability. In the
swing trading book, you will learn: the basics of swing and forex trading the 12 main skills of a swing trader the 3 steps
you need to know to start the business the main platforms and tools for trading the basics of technical and fundamental
analysis 10 practical tips on time management and money management 3 practical examples of trades executed by
professional traders In the Forex trading book, you will learn: What is Forex? How to start trading Platforms and tools for
Forex trading The right mindset in Forex Trading technical and fundamental analysis Secrets to be profitable in the long
run Trading strategies Risk management and self - discipline An example of a real trade This bundle is perfect for those
who have little time, little experience in this business, explains swing and forex trading in simple and understandable
words for beginners.
How to Swing Trade for a Living for all beginning aspiring investors and traders who are just getting their head around
doing the swing trading business and want to work from home. Everyone has their own ideas of what they think swing
trading is and what it can do for them. How to Swing Trade for a Living is for beginners and will detail many of the things
that a brand new swing trader must learn to do before they can become consistently profitable in the live markets. How to
Swing Trade for a Living will be an incredible read for someone who has zero knowledge and wants to start their own
swing trading business from home or someone who has some basic experience who is struggling with their trading and
investing. This is a very good book for the beginner as it is easy to absorb information; if you’re new all you need to do at
this point is try to absorb what is said here. One of the reasons swing trading is so profitable is because the expenses
associated with this type of market action are low and do not add up as quickly as they do with other types of trading.
Remember, it takes money to make money and also costs money to make money in the live markets. You can begin
swing trading with very low capital as long as you have your rule based plan in place and have systematically tested it
out.
Take advantage of price swings in strongly trending securitiesand pump up your portfolio! Want to know the strategies of
successful swing trading? Thisfriendly guide covers the ins and outs of this risky but profitableinvesting approach,
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explaining all the basics in plain English.You'll see how to use the two investment approaches - technical
andfundamental analysis - to indentify promising securities instrongly trending markets. In addition, this guide covers how
tocalculate investment returns and, most important, how to manageyour portfolio's risk. Learn from a highly experienced
trader, analyst, and portfoliomanager - the author shares his insider knowledge Understand often overlooked topics such
as money management,journal keeping, and strategy planning - key areas that willlargely determine your success Focus
on the fundamentals - often overlooked by swing traders,fundamental analysis can increase your chance of success
Determine your entry and exit points with technical analysis -read charts, apply indicators, and compare markets
Evaluate companies with fundamental analysis - grasp the basicsof financial statements and the criteria to screen for
undervaluedor overvalued stocks Develop and implement your trading plan - outline what youtrade and how often, decide
your risk tolerance, and calculate yourperformance Open the book and find: The differences among swing trading, day
trading, andbuy-and-hold investing The pros and cons of technical and fundamental analysis A step-by-step anatomy of a
trade A wealth of charts and screenshots Real-world examples of swing trading successes The 10 deadly sins of swing
trading - avoid at all costs! Sample trading plans Useful resources for navigating data
Anyone interested in getting into the stock market could easily be intimidated by the frenzy of day traders. They may want
to earn money fast and are not inclined to wait for the long wait like trend traders. For those kinds of people swing trading
is the perfect solution. Here in this book, you will learn four strategies that will help you to enter the market at a pace that
is more to your liking. There is no doubt that trading in stocks can be a very lucrative venture but to be a successful
trader, you need to learn at least a few basic tricks of the trade. There is always a risk and to minimize that risk a new
trader needs to develop unique strategies that will help him to protect himself as he navigates the often murky waters of
the stock market. Here in this book, you'll learn: How to develop the right mindset of a trader What sector rotation is and
how to use it How to read and make the best of the 4-hour chart What to do when you find yourself in a fakeout Simple
steps to momentum trading As a trader, every decision you make could make or break you so it pays to have a resource
at your disposal that will help you to cut through the confusion so you can make every step with confidence. Once you
learn the ropes, you'll be trading like a pro in no time. If this is an area of interest for you, then it's time for you to get
started and download this book now.
Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart 1-3: 3 Manuscripts Swing trading is too fast for investors and too slow for day
traders. It takes place on a timeframe in which you will find very few professionals traders. Swing traders usually use
4-hour charts. This period falls exactly between that of the investor and the day trader. As a swing trader, you are prone
to sit on the fence, and that's good, because here you are almost alone. This book describes the swing trading method of
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the Heikin Ashi Trader. It is ideal for individual investors who do not want to sit all day in front of the computer screen.
Part 1: Introduction to Swing Trading 1. Why Swing Trading? 2. Why should you trade using the 4-hour chart? 3. Which
markets are suitable for swing trading? 4. What instruments you can swing trade? 5. Swing Trading Setups A. Support
and Resistance B. double top and double bottom C. breakouts D. flags and pennants 6. Money Management 7. Why you
need a Trading Diary 8. What is it all about? Part 2: Trade the Fake! In the second part of the series "Swing Trading
using the 4-hour chart" the Heikin Ashi Trader speaks about the phenomenon of stop fishing and Fakeouts as well as the
many deceptions that major players and algorithms stage in today's financial markets. These often seem more the rule
than the exception. 1. A feint at its finest! 2. How to identify fakes? 3. How do I trade Fakes? 4. Fakes at technical chart
patterns A. flags B. triangles C. Trend Channels 5. Trading cross rates 6. More complex patterns Glossary Part 3: Where
Do I Put My Stop? In the third part of the series on "Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart“, the Heikin Ashi Trader treats
the question on where the stop should be. Once a trader stops introducing stops, he will discover that his hit rate will
worsen. However, by doing this he gains full control of the trade management. Stops are therefore not unavoidable, but
remain an integral part of a trading system that is profit-oriented. Table of Contents 1. Are Stops Necessary? 2. What Is a
Stop Loss Order? 3. Stop Management 4. Play Your Own Game 5. Cut Your Losses 6. And Let your Profits Run 7. Stop
Management in Trending Markets 8. Stop Management with Price Targets 9. The Swiss Franc Tsunami, a Healing
Moment of the Trader Community 10. How Many Positions Can I Keep at the Same Time? Glossary
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